Institute of Advanced Study

International Fellows 2015 – 16

The IAS International Fellowship scheme promotes visits by highly distinguished researchers, artists and writers to enrich the research landscape across the disciplines at Warwick.

Listed below are details of this year’s IAS International Fellows:

30 Aug – 12 Sept 2015

Professor Justin O’Connor, Monash, Australia
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr Eleonora Belfiore, Centre for Cultural Policy Studies

09 Oct – 17 Oct 2015

Professor Roy Grundmann, Boston University, USA & Professor Cynthia Lucia, Rider University, USA
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr J. E. Smyth, History

23 Nov – 10 Dec 2015

Dr Graham Moad, CSIRO, Australia
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr Tara Schiller, WMG

09 Jan – 06 Feb 2016

Professor Alastair Blanshard, University of Queensland, Australia
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr Michael Scott, Classics & Ancient History

11 Jan – 10 Feb 2016

Ms Lesley Chamberlain, Writer and Critic
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr David James, Philosophy

15 Feb – 28 Feb 2016

Professor Gunlög Fur, Linnaeus University, Sweden
University of Warwick Nominator: Professor Gurminder K. Bhambra, Sociology

09 May – 20 May 2016

Professor Pamela Gilbert, Florida University, USA
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr Ross Forman, English

16 May – 25 May 2016

Professor Sandra Vasconcelos, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
University of Warwick Nominator: Dr Ross Forman, English

21 May – 27 May 2016

Prof. Prasannan Parthasarathi, Boston College, USA
Prof. J. R. McNeill, Georgetown University, USA
University of Warwick Nominator: Professor Daniel Branch, History

For more information on our current International Visiting Fellows see: http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/cross_fac/ias/fellows/visitors/vf